CONNECTING THE DOTS
to see the picture emerge of the artful
"New World Order" agenda
by Thomas Beckford, 2005
Make no mistake about it: This is no "conspiracy theory". It is a conspiracy allright, but there
is nothing theoretical about it, as anyone who really looks with open eyes, can easily see.
This "New World Order" scheme consists of many intertwined tactics in different areas and
on different levels, primarily targetting developing countries and poor or undesirable
populations. In the following I will connect the dots representing the most prominent ones
into a frighteningly clear and coherent picture.
The propagation of wars, not least civil wars. Prime locations are Africa, the Balkans, the
former Soviet Union, the Philippines, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Afghanistan, Latin
America, Iraq, and so on. Astronomic, obscene profits are being made on the sale of weapons
of all kinds by a few large conglomerates and international arms dealers, the most important
of which are in close complicity with leading political figures who have an influence on the
outbreak of these wars and the power to allow arms shipments. So, for instance, is the Bush
family in the US deeply involved in the Carlyle group, which is one of the world´s most
important providers of war materials. Confirming what any shrewd observer has suspected
all along, information recently leaked out to the effect that Tony Blair, like his conservative
predecessor John Major, will be rewarded for his support of the US wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq by means of a sinecure with royal pay at the Carlyle group when he retires from politics.
Another US company that is also deeply involved in the war business with directly awarded
untendered multi−billion dollar contracts in Iraq, is Halliburton, which was run by US vice−
president Dick Cheney just before he became vice−president.
The propagation of terrorism. A mainstay tactic in the provocation of wars is the fomenting
and funding of terrorist activity, often achieved through infiltration into existing
revolutionary groups by agents from the CIA, the MOSSAD, etc. Very often terrorist deeds
are masterminded and funded by the country that on the surface would seem to be their
targets, so called "false flag" operations. Analysing in depth who really benefits most in the
long run from such terrorism, one may get a good indication of from where it came. And I am
not talking about the individuals who carry out the bombings etc., since they are only
instruments, either ignorant fanatics or just paid to do the job, without knowing who is really
behind it.
The propagation of violence through media, especially so called action movies from
Hollywood, as shown both at movie theaters and on open TV channels. This kind of movies,
produced by the hundreds and shown practically daily on the vast majority of TV channel
around the world, promote violence as a natural and constant phenomenon, often even
glorified as heroic, and encourages young people to favor violence as a natural way to solve
any problem, while at the same time building an underlying emotional climate of fear and
hatred.
The propagation of poisons: The most pernicious and sinister aspect of the various wars
incited since 1990 is the use of so called "depleted uranium", a nuclear material that will
remain lethal for hundreds of thousands of years and may change the very foundations of the
human race, by causing genetic mutations. It is the perfect means for destroying an entire
population, not just those directly hit by the ammunition, as used to be the case in wars.
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"Depleted uranium" has been used in Iraq since 1990, in the Balkans, and in Afghanistan,
and is still used profusely by US and UK forces in spite of presenting overwhelming evidence
to both the US Congress and the British Parliament of its baneful consequences for both sides
in the war, and in spite of its being blatantly illegal and in violation of existing international
treaties. It can be seen as a case of profitably selling dangerous material instead of safely
disposing of it in accordance with existing legislation, which would be both difficult and very
expensive.
The same thing happens with the rat poison fluoride, a highly toxic bi−product from several
industrial processes, especially the aluminium industry. A purportedly "benefic" and
"scientific" foundation funded by the Mellon family, owners of a near world monopoly on
aluminium is the source of the fake research that claims fluoride is preventive of karies and
should be added to the drinking water world−wide! The facts are these: Fluoride is an
environmental poison; second only in toxicity to arsenic which is rated as the most toxic.
Environmental laws require its safe disposal at a high cost for the industries, so now they
instead sell it at a handsome profit for tax money to municipalities to equitably poison those
citizens who do not use bottled water for drinking and food, either from ignorance or from
lack of money. A very interesting aspect of this is that in both the German Nazi and the Soviet
Russian concentration camps the prisoners were given fluoride in the water in order to keep
them docile and obedient and prevent them from thinking independently or stage protests.
The high−jacking of global agriculture and food production
So called Terminator Technology was first developed by the United States Department of
Agriculture and US seed company Delta & Pine Land to prevent farmers world−wide from
saving and re−using harvested seed, forcing them to buy new manipulated seeds each season.
This technology was then taken over by Monsanto.
The obvious intention of this policy is to control all food production in the entire world,
which essentially amounts to a monopoly on life. It means that the multinational companies
in possession of these patents can control who will eat, and who will starve to death. And the
declared policy of the US government is to use its power over global food production as a
weapon.
What is now happening in Iraq is a clear indicator of the USA´s intentions for the rest of the
world. Under the guise of helping get Iraq back on its feet, the US is setting out to totally re−
engineer the country’s traditional farming systems into a US−style corporate agribusiness.
They’ve even created a new law − Order 81 − to make sure it happens. So the Iraqi farmer
may have been wowed with the promise of a better yield, but unlike before, he can’t save his
seed for the following year. A 10,000−year old tradition has been replaced at a stroke with a
contract for hire. Iraqi farmers have been made vassals to American corporations. That they
were baking bread for 9,500 years before America existed has no weight when it comes to
deciding who owns Iraq’s wheat. Yet for every farmer that stops growing his unique strain of
saved seed the world loses another variety, one that might have been useful in times of
disease or drought. In short, what America has done is not restructure Iraq’s agriculture, but
dismantle it. The people whose forefathers first mastered the domestication of wheat will now
have to pay for the privilege of growing it for someone else. And with that the world’s oldest
farming heritage will become just another subsidiary link in the vast American supply chain.
The propagation of disease − real or fake − resulting in massive scares and consequent drug
sales, as well as vaccination programs, all of which debilitates the population, when not
outright killing large portions of it, while again making billions in profits for those
responsible, in this case the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, closely linked to
politicians in power.
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The insidious "HIV−AIDS" syndrome is the Rolls Royce in this category. It was artifically
produced to order by the Reagan−Bush administration in 1984, then insidiously promoted
and blown up and used as an excuse for a diabolically designed program which cruelly
reduces socially or racially undesirable parts of the world population while at the same
time making fantastic profits for the pharmaceutical companies. AIDS is a parallell effort
to the provocation of wars by the arms lobby and the CIA in Africa, Latin America and
elsewhere, and incredibly supported by the entire international community under the
banners of the UN and the WHO among others.
But AIDS has another side to it as well. By falsely maintaining that it is incurable and
fatal, and that it is spread by sexual intercourse, the propagators hoped that people in
general would stop having sex without condoms, which should reduce nativity while
producing a windfall for the industries involved with the production of condoms.
If you don´t think this makes any sense, it is because everything you have been told about
AIDS is untrue. When you find out what is true and what is not true with regard to HIV
and AIDS, all the pieces will fall into place, and the whole monumental scam will become
as clear as crystal.
The proliferation of illegal drugs by international drug cartels in secret close cooperation
with US federal agencies, notably the CIA, contribute massively to ill health, crimes, and
poverty in all affected countries. "The war on drugs" is as hypocritical and phony as the "war
on cancer", the "war on AIDS", and the "war on terrorism", all of which have only massively
increased what they pretend to eradicate.
The undermining of public health, not only by propagating poisons, and by pushing drugs −
legal and illegal − that produce lethal side effects, but also by legislating to deny people
treatments that do cure disease, on the pretext that they are "unproven" and potentially
dangerous for the patients. In this category we now find such things as vitamins and natural
healthy foods, which threaten to keep people healthy and thus keep them from becoming life−
long consumers of the expensive and profitable synthetic drugs produced by the
pharmaceutical industry, which is almost unconditionally backed by the US government.
Donald Rumsfeld was the head of one of the world´s largest pharmaceutical companies
before he became Minister of Defence.
And there is more to it: The large food conglomerates are to a very large extent directly or
indirectly owned by the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, and have the same interests
as these, meaning that they do not want to see people eat healthy fresh foods and use natural
medicine, since that would improve the health of the population and reduce demand for their
products. The artifical sweetener Aspartame is a neurotoxic substance patented by the
pharmaceutical giant Searle, that was prohibited by the FDA as a food additive for 20 years
because of its many dangers for health. Donald Rumsfeld was the CEO of Searle, and when
he got power with the government, he sacked the head of the FDA and personally inforced
the approval of Searle´s product Aspartame as a food additive. It is now being used in
hundreds, if not thousands, of products, among them pharmaceutical drugs. The most
damaging of its uses is as a sweetener in all "Light" soft drinks, which tend to be addictive.
In this overall picture we also find the new industry of Genetic Engineering (or Genetic
Manipulation, GM) that produces genetically engineered plants and animals, without really
knowing what consequences these may have on the environment and the future of the existing
species, including us humans.
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None of this bodes well for the traditional farmers, who are increasingly being bought out by
producers of artificial, environmentally and medically harmful fertilizers, pesticides and
insecticides as well as genetically manipulated crop. But it bodes even worse for the health
and future of Humanity in general, meaning us, the consumers, and our offspring.
By exporting to developing countries harmful chemicals and medicines, that have been
banned or usefully modified by and for the developed countries, two objectives are achieved:
1) The banned product can be profitably sold in developing countries, where legislators and
politicians are to an even greater extent in the pay of industry lobbyists than is the case in the
US and other developed countries; and
2) The population becomes sick and in need of more drugs, or dies. Thus the goal to reduce
the populations in the poor countries is achieved, along with increased profit potential for the
chemical and pharmaceutical industries in the developing countries. If chemically induced ill
health and deaths can be blamed on "HIV−AIDS" − as it is − governments and international
help agencies can be made to pay for expensive fraudulently named "anti−retroviral" drugs
that will effectively finish the job of killing their victims while generating a new round of
profits for the global pharmaceutical industry and their shareholding politicians.
All these intertwined agendas can be promoted by fear−mongering and the launching of
"scares" such as the SARS scare, the Anthrax scare, the Asian bird flue scare, and other
existing or invented threats, for instance that terrorists will spread infectious germs. In this
category also figures the "mad cow" scare, and the "foot and mouth disease" scare, both
of which have been utilized to slaughter off vast populations of healthy cattle in the hands
of small independent farmers.
At the same time, these scares serve to make people accept new legislation that − in the
name of "security" and "protection" dramatically curbs constitutionally guaranteed
freedoms and rights, thus insidiously introducing a de facto dictatorship with a secret
police worthy of the most brutal dictatorships in history.
Finally, the undermining of developing economies by US−controlled World Bank and
International Monetary Fund , who contribute in no small degree to the continuing poverty,
ill health, and armed conflicts in many developing countries, notably in Africa and Latin
America. Its "neo−liberal" free−trade oriented economic policies have intentionally kept the
countries they have "helped" in deep debt, with populations on the brink of starvation and
rebellion, from which profitable armed conflicts can easily be triggered by covert CIA
infiltration with funds coming from actively facilitated drug trafficking.

